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Abstract
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a system to detect intruders who try to
hack in to the network and steal information and report them to the network
administrator. There are many tools used in this field, snort consider one of the
most tools mostly used in Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). In spite of
consuming 31% of total processing due to string matching, and 80% of total
processing in case of web-intensive traffic, snort using its rule sets to determine
which packets are allowed to pass and which are rejected. In this paper, we
parallelized the quick search algorithm using OpenMP and Pthread (Posix) using
C language and made a comparison between them; we determine the required
number of threads according to many factors. By doing this, we managed to speed
up the filtering process for more than 40% and finally. We applied the proposed
method into NIDS to enhance the speed of matching process between incoming
packet contents and snort rule sets.
Keywords: NIDS, Exact string matching algorithms, Snort, OpenMP, Pthread

1. Introduction
Experiments prove that on high speed networks, software alone is not enough to
process all traffic on high speed link [1]. Many attempts have been made to improve
hardware as an alternative to software. In spite of the fact that software has a slow
speed, it only performs lightweight processing on low speed network links, compared
to hardware, which is faster and performs intensive processing on network traffic and
supports much higher network output [2]. As we know, the Internet speed has
increased over time, and because of the existence of intruders, who try to sneak
away. The system exploits the defects of software in a high-speed link. Therefore,
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Abbreviations
CPU
ICMP
IDS
OTN
NIDS
RTN
TCP
UDP

Central Processing Unit.
Internet Control Message Protocol.
Intrusion Detection System.
Option Tree Node
Network Intrusion Detection System.
Rule Tree Node
Transmission Control Protocol.
User Datagram Protocol.

there is a need to develop a new technique to prevent these intruders from
accessing unauthorized data.
Through analyzing the Snort rule sets, there are over 3100 rules in Snort 2.3.3
[3]. Snort (http://www.snort.org) relies on pattern matching to determine the
attackers. The number of rules is growing from time to time; thus, snort divides
its rule sets into two dimensional linked lists (see Fig. 1). First: Rule Tree Nodes
(RTNs) which hold the main information of each rule such as source/destination
address, source/destination port and protocols type (TCP, ICMP, UDP). Second:
Option Tree Nodes (OTNs) which hold the information for various options that
can be added to each rule such as TCP flags, ICMP codes and types, packet
payload size and a major bottleneck for efficiency and packet contents. These two
structures are organized into chains, where RTNs are strung from left to right and
the OTN's hang down from the RTNs [4].

Fig. 1. Structure of Snort Rule Sets [4].
In this paper we parallelized quick search algorithm to enhance NIDS packet
payload filtering speed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces some of the existing exact string matching algorithms and previous
works in NIDS; Section 3 describes our proposed method and OpenMP and
Pthread algorithms; Section 4 reports the results; and concludes the paper in
Section 5.

2. Exact String Matching Algorithms and Previous Works in NIDS
2.1. Exact string matching algorithms
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2.1.1. Boyer-Moore algorithm
The Boyer-Moore algorithm is considered one of the most famous exact string
matching algorithms of many strings against a single keyword, and it is very fast
in practice. The algorithm uses two functions to shift the window to the right, the
first function called “bad character shift”, which means to start working by
comparing from right to left beginning with the rightmost one. The second
function called “good suffix shift”, which means to start working by comparing
from right to left too, but in case of mismatching it looks for next occurrence of a
substring which has been matched before [4].
2.1.2. AC_BM algorithm (Aho-Corassick, Boyer-Moore)
This algorithm examines the text from right to left and uses a common prefix
approach instead of a common suffix approach. The keyword tree moves from the
right end of the packet payload to the left while the character comparisons are
performed from left to right.
The AC_BM algorithm can be used by one of the two available ways; the first
way is “bad character” which is similar to the shift of Boyer-Moore algorithm,
which means that if mismatch occurs, then it shifts to the next occurrence in some
other keywords in the pattern tree, if there is still mismatch, it will be shifted to
the length of the smallest pattern in the tree.
The second use is “good prefix shift” which is similar to “bad character” but
here it shifts to the next occurrence according to the smallest pattern length [4].
2.1.3. Quick search algorithm
Quick search algorithm is simplified of Boyer-Moore algorithm, but it uses only the
“bad-character shift”, also it works like Horspool algorithm by works on one of two
shifts of pattern. This algorithm is easy to implement and very fast in practice for
short and large patterns (http://www-igm.univ-_ mlv.fr/~lecroq/string/), in spite of
quick search algorithm need a quadratic worst case time complexity in searching
phase but also it has a good practical behaviour.
2.1.4. Horspool algorithm
Horspool algorithm is almost like quick search algorithm and Boyer-Moore
algorithm but in a slightly different way, Horspool algorithm works in any order,
and average number of comparisons for one text character is between 1/σ and 2/
(σ +1) (http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~lecroq/string/).
Table 1 summarizes the complexity of some algorithms for preprocessing
phase and searching phase.
Table 1. Complexity of Some Exact String Matching Algorithms [5].
Complexity
Algorithm

Preprocessing Phase
Space

Time

Searching
Phase

A: O(mn)
Boyer-Moore
O(|∑|)
O(m + |∑|)
A: O(mn)
Horspool
O(|∑|)
O(m + |∑|)
A: O(mn)
Quick Search
(where A is average case, n: text size, and m: pattern size
O(m + |∑|)

O(m + |∑|)
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2.2. Previous works in NIDS
Li and Yang [6], classified each packet into two fields: Header and Content, and
they defined a packet filter as a rule set, since these rule sets determine which
packets are allowed to pass and which are reject, when incoming packets
are arrived, they inspect its header information, if it matches with one rule
sets or not.
In Addition, they divided packets filter into two policies: first policy is to
allow all packets to pass except specific types of packets, second policy which
is consider contrary of the first policy, is to reject all except specific types of
packets. Thus, their algorithm is divided into two parts: first part is in charge of
building the decision tree, while the second part is the searching part which is
used to find the matching rule in the decision tree for an input packet.
Yamashita and Tsuru [7] consider packet filter consist of two sequence
procedures. The first procedure is to classify each incoming packet into one of
three possibilities: access, drop or forward, according to the rules and content of
the packet, the 2nd procedure is the action it will take according to the
classification procedure.
Mosqueira-Rey et al [8] classified Intrusion Detection System into two
categories: Misuse detection and Anomaly detection. The former depends on
signatures which are registered previously in the machine to detect attacks, by
meaning, database must be updated periodically to ensure full protection. While
the later detects any suspicious activities in the system which are deviate from
normal activities based on learning process. They do not use snort rule sets, thus
they designed an agent similar to snort but in java environment, they used Rete
algorithm for pattern matching process, specifically, implementation in java
language was used, and a parser was implemented that convert snort rule sets
into Drools rules.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Multi-core architecture
3.1.1. OpenMP and Pthread programming model
OpenMp can be used to specify shared-memory parallelism, because it is a
collection of compiler directive and environment variables. Compiler directive
used to control access to code regions updating shared data. Environment variable
with library routines used to control execution characteristics of OpenMP code.
While Pthread is a posix library which defines an application programming
interfaces to the C programming language.
3.1.2. OpenMP and Pthread algorithm
By using OpenMP, operating system distributes input to the number
of threads, while in Pthread we can control the distribution of input on
threads. Figure 2 represents OpenMP algorithm while Fig. 3 represents
Pthread algorithm.
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OpenMP Algorithm
Input: Stream of Packets
Output: Match or Mismatch with rule set
Step 1: Determine number of threads
Step 2: start time
Step 3 : pragma omp parallel
{
Step 4: let tid = Number of threads
Step 5: check if (tid == 0)
{
N_th =Number of threads
}
Step 6: pragma omp for schedule (static,chunk)
Step 7: loop to parallelize input.
Step 8: call PreQsBc function
Step 9: call QS function
}
Step 10: stop time and calculate elapsed time.
Fig. 2. OpenMP Algorithm.

Pthread Algorithm
Input: Stream of Packets
Output: Match or Mismatch with rule set
Step 1: Determine number of threads
Step 2: start time
Step 3: calculate traffic size.
Step 4: distribute portion of each thread.
Step 5: create threads and call function which we want to
parallelize
{
pthread_create(andtid,NULL, thread_function, ptr);
}
Step 6: Join threads
Step 7: stop time and calculate elapsed time.
Fig. 3. Pthread Algorithm.

3.2. System design
Packet capture is a process to capture all packets between sender and receiver in
both directions, and then all packets will be sent to the filter process, which
checks the incoming packets header and contents, and if it matches with any rule
of the rule sets, the packet will be discarded (depends on the rule action).
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As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, we separate each incoming packet into two
portions (header and content), and classify the rule sets into two linked list, one
for header rule sets and one for contents.
Figure 4 shows the architecture of packet header where: SA is the source
address, SP is the source port, DA is the Destination address, DP is the
destination port , PROT is the protocol and content is the payload of the packet.

Fig. 4. Some of the Header Fields and Their Widths, and Content.

Fig. 5. Design of the Rule Sets Based on (a) Header Rule Sets, (b) Content.

Our proposed method based on studying all the factors to control how many
threads required for achieve minimum execution time to process all incoming
packets. We used OpenMP and Pthread in our programming using C language
and we made a comparison between them. Finally, we summarized our result to
show how many threads required to achieve the best result in real traffic size
depends on different factors.

3.3. Factors to control the number of required threads
The process of controlling the number of the required threads can be affected by
several crucial factors. These factors could be related to the size and the length of the
packet content being transmitted, or related to the available hardware on the machine.
In terms of size and length of the packets content there are several factors
affects to the number of threads such as: size of traffic, size of rule set, length of
packet content and length of rule set. While in terms of the available hardware,
the CPU speed, number of CPUs in platform and memory size plays the main
factors which affect the number of threads. Knowing all mentioned factors, any
change in any one of them will affect the results.
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3.4. Working example
Suppose we have a traffic size of 1 mb, and rule set size of 5k, and we want to
filter all traffic in shortest time. First, we have to mention how threads are work?
Second, what is the relation between factors to determine required threads?
Let us consider that traffic implement in n rows of an array, each row
exemplify an input (see Fig. 6).

…

Packets Contents
a$vandgsc#\sghgssaaaaaaaaaa
b@wwghgsdsdsdh
aabbaacc
aaaaaaaaaaaaaabbbbbbbbbbbb

…

Row
0
1
2
3

n

Fffffaaaaafb%4$12*sbb^sb

Fig. 6. Example of Content of Incoming Packets.

Row

Packets Contents

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

a$vandgsc#\sghgssaaaaaaaaaa
b@wwghgsdsdsdh
aabbaacc
aaaaaaaaaaaaaabbbbbbbbbbbbbb

Process
by
thread
#
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1

…

…

…

Now, we want to process entire array using 1 thread. In this case, thread
number 1 will process the entire array from row 0 to row n. but if we change
number of threads to 2, then each thread will process its own rows. After each
thread finished process present row, it will rush to process the next row and etc…
until finishing entire array (see Fig. 7).

n

Fffffaaaaafb%4$12*sbb^sb

1

Fig. 7. Distribution of 2 Threads into Entire Array.
It is not necessary that each thread will process the same number of inputs
because this process depends on the speed of the thread.
Of course, each factor has its own effect to the required time to process
incoming packet content, and we will show that on our results.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion
As we have mentioned, each factor has its own effect, for that we implemented
our method on the following platform: Master Node: 2x Quad-Core Intel Xeon
1.6GHz, 2x4MB Cache, 1066MHz FSB 8GB (4x2GB), DDR-2 667MHz ECC 2R
Fully Buffered Memory 2x 750GB, while Workers Node: 2x Quad-Core Intel
Xeon 1.6GHz, 2x4MB Cache, 1066MHz FSB 8GB (4x2GB), DDR-2 667MHz
ECC 2R Fully Buffered Memory 250GB. On the other hand we changed the other
factors to determine the number of required threads to achieve optimal results.

4.1. Results by using OpenMP programming
Two scenarios are carried out. In each scenario, we changed one of the factors to
show effects on the number of threads required to process incoming packet content.
Scenario 1: in this scenario, we fixed rule set size (3k) while size of inputs is
variables (40k, 80k, 120k, and 160k) (see Fig. 8a).
Scenario 2: in this scenario, we increase rule set size into 5k and 7k with fixed
input size 160k.
As shown in Fig. 8a, the best number of threads required to process input sizes
with fixed size of rule set, is 2 threads, the only different case which required 3
threads is when input size = 40k. In scenario 2, the best number of threads is 4
threads in rule set of size 5k and 5 threads in rule set of size 7k. (See Fig. 8b).

Fig. 8a. Result by Using OpenMP with Different Input Size
and Fixed Rule set.

Fig. 8b. Result by Increase Rule Set Size and Fixed Input Size
with 160k using OpenMP.
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4.2. Results by using Pthread programming
Here, we also carried our experiment in two scenarios. Figures 9a and 9b
represent the same scenarios as described in subsection 4.1 but in this case by
using Pthread.
As shown in Fig. 9a, the best numbers of required threads when rule set size is
fixed is 2 threads, while the best number of required threads when traffic size is
fixed is 5 (Fig. 9b).

Fig. 9a. Result by Using Pthread with Different Input Size
and Fixed Rule Set.

Fig. 9b. Result by Increase Rule Set Size and Fixed Input Size
with 160k Using Pthread.
In subsections 4.1 and 4.2, we print the output for each thread which lead to
time increase, while in real test (size of inputs are somewhat close to real traffic
size), we did not print the output, for that we can see some different in time value
from real traffic and unreal traffic (see Fig. 10).
As shown in Fig. 10. The OpenMp and Pthread have been improved until 3 or
4 threads, after that the time which required to achieve traffic size with fixed rule
set in somewhat are fixed, thus if we will use more than 10 threads the time will
be approximate within the range. To show the strength and direction between
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number of threads and time, we calculate the correlation for OpenMp and
Pthread. The correlation of OpenMp is (-0.703482427) which indicate that the
relation between number of threads and time is strong, and also the correlation for
pthread is approximate to (-0.681119075) which also strong.

Fig. 10. OpenMP and Pthread in Real Traffic Size.

5. Conclusions
From the results in section 4, we can note that when rule set has a fixed size and
size of inputs are variables, the best number of threads required (in the two
implementations) are 2 threads, while the number of threads required when rule set
size increased to 5k or 7k and fixed size of input 160 k are 5 threads. These results
can lead us to the fact that the number of threads required to process size of input
depending on size of packet, size of rule set, length of packet content and length of
rule set, also depending on CPU speed, number of CPUs and memory size.
In this work we have presented a proposed method to enhance the speed of the
packets content filtering. We divided the work into two phases: first, parallelized
the Quick Search Algorithm using OpenMp and Pthread. Second we reached to
the fact that the numbers of threads required to process size of input are
depending on mentioned factors, we speed up the filtering process for more than
40% when we applied the proposed method into real traffic size.
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